




Creativity, quality, transparency

La Pace wine embodies all of this from the roots.

We cultivate the earth's fruits to fulfil an instinctive passion for the creative process. Our experts
tend lovingly to every single vine and bottle, closely abiding by the strictest quality standards. Our
wines are organic and made in full respect of our prime materials. Thereby we honor our three
tenets without compromise.

Podere La Pace is a place of love. Here, wine is relished as food for the soul, a meeting point of Man
and Nature to be shared among all people for their holistic well-being.

We open our doors to show you how we cultivate our grapes and how we make our wines.





A discovery as much as a creation

The seven-hectare pocket of land on which La Pace lies was purchased in 2007. It is situated on the
Colline Metallifere of Massa Marittima and in front of the gorgeous Gulf of Follonica, Tuscany, in a
corner of untouched pastoral landscape.

The vineyard lies on a soft slope, approximately 70 m above sea level and 10 km from the coast. It
is located inside a protected microclimate valley endowed with a hot-summer Mediterranean
climate, ideal day-night temperature variation, and an average annual rainfall of 800 mm. It benefits
from perfect East-Southeast exposure. The soil consists of an optimal mix of chalk and clay and is
thus well drained; high limestone levels refine our grapes’ aromas.

The gifts of such a natural bounty and the region’s historical and cultural heritage have not limited
our perspective, instead inspiring us to cultivate varietals of international caliber that transcend
borders and conventions: Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Petit Verdot, Chardonnay
and Viognier.





Organic from vine to bottle

Work in the winery is no less crucial than that in the vineyard. We produce a limited number of
bottles, around 30,000 a year, using only the best equipment: our must ferments in concrete tanks
and all our wines spend some time aging in either Bordeaux-style durmast oak barrels or in 20 hL
durmast oak vats, all imported directly from Cognac. The bottling process is capped off with high
quality Diam corks.

Such an eye for detail must, in our opinion, be matched with absolute respect for the Earth’s
natural ways. For this reason, we are a certified organic farm, both in the vineyard and in the
winery.

With a strong family heritage, our tight-knit team shares an undying passion for winemaking.
Thanks to this, we have been offering affordable Super Tuscans consistently rated above 90 points
by the most qualified wine reviews in the world since the very first vintage in 2013.





Generosity, creative energy, and the elegance of simplicity

In these values are rooted our distinguished wines; our innovative labels represent them.
Grandfather Gino Maggioni created the logo in the 1930s to capture our name, “peace”, and
designed its characters in an alphabet reminiscent of the Etruscans—the people that once
populated the cradle of Italian wine where our winery lies today. The labels' stylish “liberty” shape
evokes artistic personality.

Pittoresco is dedicated to sculptor and painter Marianita Valdinoci, Simone's mother; Silvano, to
his father; Nina, to his soulmate, who first understood the value of our Viognier; Prima Viola
honors Tommaso Valdinoci, Simone's grandfather and formerly the first viola at the La Scala
Theater in Milan.

Though La Pace is steeped in the arts, professionalism and a restless hunger for excellence underlie
its every step.





The founder of Podere La Pace 
 
Simone Maggioni’s love of agriculture was born with him in the 
countryside. His family heritage is defined by curiosity and feats of 
entrepreneurship; as a loyal son, he continued the family tradition of 
exploring unchartered territory. 
 
An economics graduate of Bocconi and an MBA from the University 
of Michigan, he is by profession a leadership consultant specialized 
in the recruitment of top executives, management succession 
planning and family business governance. 
 
“There are telling similarities between human resources and fine wine,” he laughs. “They are both 
long-term, challenging and often unpredictable enterprises, but when done well they can also deliver 
great satisfaction and delight.” 
 
He brings vision to the pursuit for absolute excellence—restless improvement, as he characterizes it—
and professionalism to traditional winemaking. 





Podere La Pace is inspired by the benefit corporation community (www.bcorporation.net).

We are a sustainable enterprise. As such, we work to contribute to a healthier environment,
stronger communities, and the creation of high-quality jobs that enjoy dignity and purpose.

Our purpose is to foster a culture of healthy wine creation and consumption, a culture in
which wine is the result of fair labor conditions, zero-net impact use of natural resources
(including our carbon footprint), and work with suppliers that share these values. Only in so
doing will wine return to its original nutritional and social role.

We are therefore extremely proud to present to you our products in the following pages.

http://www.bcorporation.net/


Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon
Aged for 8 months in concrete tanks and barriques and 12
months in the bottle

Fresh and palatable modern flavor. This masterly blend has a
cosmopolitan guise but embodies an intimate bond to the Tuscan
Maremma.

Seductive.



Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot
Aged for 12 months in barriques and 12 months in the bottle

Deep and rich. It flaunts the class of a great Tuscan Cabernet
Franc-based red through its complex bouquet and dense weave.

Enveloping.



Aged for 16 months in barriques and a durmast oak vat and 12
months in the bottle

Forged on our vineyard’s ferrous clay. Fruity and creamy: a pure
Merlot soul embodied in lavish persistence and enduring might.

Voluptuous.



Aged for 16 months in barriques and a durmast oak vat and 12
months in the bottle

An aromatic and balsamic symphony which we perform in
harmony with the stage that is our territory. Cabernet Franc
elegance with a long life.

Noble.



Chardonnay, Viognier
Aged for 7 months in concrete tanks and barriques and 12
months in the bottle

Unique among the Tuscan coast’s whites: charming and balanced,
nonchalant but refined. Fresh with a savory and mineral sip.

Lovable.



Viognier
Aged for 10 months in barriques and 6 months in the bottle

A precious flower in a delectable bottle. This virtuous soloist
expresses the vividness of Mediterranean maquis with firm
structure.

Surprising.



Vivacious hints of fresh and dry fruit. A soft and warm palate.
Select Chardonnay and Viognier marc is distilled still dripping
with juice in order to preserve the grapes’ aromatic nature.

Crystalline.



The portrait of our four timeless red grapes framed in 18 months
of durmast oak. A palette made of the finest marc paints sweet
and smoky spices and a silky, persistent palate.

Luxurious.



Our tribute to the ancient liquid gold on which the Mediterranean
peoples thrived. Born of the caring cultivation of a few grown
olive trees; all olives are picked manually and slow pressed at
ambient temperature.

Ambrosial.
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